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Abstract
This deliverable - Empirical study of the non-verbal communication aspects of the user
interventions in dialogues – summarizes the analysis of the non-verbal interventions of users
in sample dialogues. It outlines the requirements that result from this analysis towards the
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technologies for processing of the non-verbal contributions of the user in KRISTINA.
The information in this document reflects only the author’s views and the European Community is not liable for any use
that may be made of the information contained therein. The information in this document is provided as is and no
guarantee or warranty is given that the information is fit for any particular purpose. The user thereof uses the information
at its sole risk and liability.
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Executive Summary
This document summarizes the preliminary analysis of the non-verbal communication
aspects of user interventions in dialogues and the conclusions that can be drawn from this
analysis with respect to the generation of non-verbal communication by the KRISTINA agent.
Recording software and the multimodal data collected within the first two recording
sessions are described. Afterwards, facial expressions gestural cues and paralinguistic
aspects are analyzed from the point of view of automated recognition. An exemplary
pipeline from annotation over feature extraction / selection and classification model training
to evaluation, which has been practically implemented within the SSI framework for
paralinguistics, is explained step by step. For generation of non-verbal communication by the
agent, the repertoire of gestural, facial and paralinguistic means and its implementation are
discussed. Preliminary conclusions and following plans for the refinement of recognition and
generation techniques are established and will be confirmed on larger corpora (to be
recorded in future sessions).
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1 INTRODUCTION
In interpersonal communication, nonverbal social signals play an important role as they
convey a large part of information that may have an even deeper influence on the outcome
of a conversation than the word meanings themselves. In potentially stressful situations,
such as doctoral consultations, humans often employ nonverbal behavior that has a great
impact on how they are perceived. Many multimodal approaches to improve emotion
recognition accuracy and human - machine interaction have been reported, mostly by
exploiting audiovisual combinations (Camurri 2005), (Scherer 2012), (Sebe 2006), (Gunes
2008). The SEMAINE (Schröder 2012) platform focuses on the analysis of emotions in an
interactive communicative setting. Therefore visual and acoustic signals in speech and
listening phases during an interaction with a virtual agent are analyzed. In our approach we
consider an extended set of modalities for the analysis of user behavior.
Techniques for the automated and multimodal analysis of social behavior patterns are
around for some time now and were among others pioneered by Pentland and his group at
MIT Media Lab with the development of wearable devices, so-called sociometers, to capture
people's non-verbal signals. They investigated not only the social behavior of people
engaged in face-to-face conversations (Curhan 2007) , but also analyzed interaction patterns
from larger groups of people using smart-phones with dedicated sensors (Pentland 2007). To
analyze social behavior, a large variety of non-verbal cues has been taken into account. Dong
et al. (Dong 2007) analyzed speech activity and fidgeting, which is the amount of movement
in a person's hands and body, to detect functional roles in communication groups. Hung et
al. (Hung 2010) studied audio cues (such as overlapping speech), video cues (such as motion
energy), and audio-visual cues (such as the amount of movement during speech) to
determine the level of group cohesion in meetings. Methods have been developed to detect
social attitudes from various modalities including facial expressions (Sandbach 2012),
gestures (Caridakis 2006), (Michelet 2012), (Mahmoud 2013), speech (Vogt 2008), postures
(Kleinsmith 2011) and physiological measurements (Kim 2008) - to name a few. Live
feedback has already been successfully employed in psychotherapeutic training sessions.
Various devices, such as ear phones and teleprompters, have been explored to present
conversational aids selected by a human supervisor. An example of such a training scenario
is presented by Scherl and Haley (Scherl 2000).
Within the KRISTINA project, analysis of non-verbal communication aspects will be used on
the one hand to refine the communicative capabilities of the KRISTINA virtual agent, by
identifying aspects within human to human interaction that make the interaction enjoyable,
informative and productive and should therefore be included in the design of the agent.1 On
the other hand, the KRISTINA system will be enhanced by sensory devices that enable the
automatic recognition of user behaviour and emotional states. To this end, we will
implement machine learning based models, which are able to detect emotional states and

1

According to the DoA, the discussion of the non-verbal communication means to be used by the
agent is part of D6.1. The Consortium decided to include it into D4.1 due to the proximity of the topic to
the topic of the analysis non-verbal communication.
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cues. Modalities covered within this deliverable are facial expressions, gestures and
paralinguistics. The process of collecting suitable and synchronized multimodal training data
for the machine learning approaches, the methodology of detection algorithms and
evaluation of resulting recognition systems are explained in detail in the following sections.
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2 SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
We must note the differences existing in the use of non-verbal communication in migrant
patients. There are gestures and expressions related to basic emotions that are almost
universal (joy, sadness, fear...), but others are shaped by the culture they are integrated in.
This is evidenced by the different use of mime (exaggerated in Latin, remarkably rare in
Asians), look (more direct in Latin and Arabic) and space (more distanced in Far Eastern
population). There are cultural differences in the expression of the emotions that affect the
use of non-verbal language. This makes the interpretation of non-verbal language more
difficult. For instance, in Far Eastern culture, it is considered that expressing emotions
imposes one's feelings onto others, which results in hypo-mimia when manifesting
emotional response. In other cultures, hypo-mimia could be associated to certain mental
conditions such as depression. Such differences and cultural idiosyncrasies make work more
difficult for doctors, the consequences of which are perceived by patients (Borrell 2004).
The way doctors accommodate the patient, even if it is their thirty-second time coming to
see them, has always great importance. Surface qualities are suggested by the interviewer,
who should be warmth (emotional tone of pleasure), respectful (they have every right to be
or think as they do) and friendly (by which we mean that the person is welcome, and they
feel good talking to doctor), among others. Deep qualities would be empathy (knowing how
to put the doctor into the patients' situation), emotional restraint (showing active listening
without being forced to “provide solutions to everything”), and assertiveness (knowing at all
times the direction the consultation must follow), among others. The tone and pitch of voice
is important when transmitting these qualities. But there are communication barriers for
this: everything that makes us different to the patient will act as a barrier (educational level,
age, sex, appearance...), some clinical situations (very urgent matters, difficulty hearing or
other expressive or understanding difficulties...), and most frequently, the fact of having to
make a diagnosis (Izquierdo 2007).
The rational-emotive model in a clinical interview indicates that in the exploratory phase
much of the emotional stress builds up. Doctors do not know what to do or what happens to
the patient. And at every time they are asked to be cordial. To alleviate this paradox as far as
possible, the recommendation is using some cordiality markers, which are basically: a smile
when welcoming the patient, shaking hands, mentioning his/her name, eye contact. The first
thing one expects from a doctor is eye contact, active listening and satisfactory answers
after the patient has explained their symptoms. It is also expected that the doctor prescribes
a treatment and recommends regular follow ups (Herrero 2009).
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3 RECORDING A SAMPLE CORPUS
3.1

Recording Software

The Social Signal Interpretation (SSI) framework has been developed by UAU for several
years. It offers tools to record, analyse and recognize human behaviour in real-time, such as
gestures, mimics, head nods, and emotional speech. Following a patch-based design
pipelines are set up from autonomic components and allow the parallel and synchronized
processing of sensor data from multiple input devices.

In particular, SSI supports the machine learning pipeline in its full length and offers a
graphical interface that assists a user to collect own training corpora and obtain personalized
models. In addition to a large set of built-in components SSI also encourages developers to
extend available tools with new functions. Within the KRISTINA project, SSI is in the first
instance used to generate corpora that feature synchronized recordings of all desired
modalities.
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UAU designed customized recording pipelines and subsumed their functionalities under a
graphical user interface. The GUI is designed to be easily used by all partners involved in
recording sessions2. It offers all options needed to specify recorded modalities and
synchronicity.

3.2

Corpus Description

So far, a preliminary round of recordings has taken place at the time of the writing of this
deliverable. This round of recordings has served to establish the technical requirements, test
dialogue prompting techniques and specify participants' recruitment guidelines which may
serve technical partners to develop their technologies and user partners to match their use
cases. The whole corpus is planned to be acquired in four to five rounds of recordings in
order to check and make sure the appropriateness of the data and format at all stages, and if
necessary establish correction guidelines.
In what follows, the first round of recordings is described in two sections: (1) Session 1
accounts for the recordings that took place in Tübingen (Germany) and (2) Session 2 refers
to the recordings in Malaga (Spain).
3.2.1 Session 1
EKUT hosted this session and DRK, UAU and UPF took part in it. Recordings involved Turkish
(tr), Polish (po) (as working languages) and German (de) (as control language) and a total of
thirteen participants:



8 females (f) aged 25 to 55
5 males (m) aged 25 to 32

Some speakers reported bilingualism in the following language pairs:



Turkish - Polish: 9 participants
Polish - German: 2 participants

An anonymized identification number (ID) has been assigned to each participant with the
following format: Language(_s)_Number+Gender
ID

Gender

Age

Language/s

tr_de_1f

female

25

Turkish/German

tr_de_2f

female

37

Turkish/German

tr_1m

male

25

Turkish

po_de_3f

female

55

Polish/German

po_de_4f

female

55

Polish/German

tr_de_2m

male

29

Turkish/German

tr_de_3m

male

32

Turkish/German

2

A tutorial video for using the recording software can be found under
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1Im4yddRZw
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tr_de_5f

female

42

Turkish/German

tr_de_6f

female

23

Turkish/German

tr_de_7f

female

24

Turkish/German

tr_de_8f

female

40

German/Turkish

tr_de_4m

male

25

Turkish/German

de_5m

male

27

German

Concerning technical specifications, there were two recording rooms: a main room for the
audiovisual setting (equipment provided by UAU) and an additional room for audio-only
recordings. A MAC computer was used in the second room as recording device and the
following recording equipment was used in the main recording room:


Hardware
o

o



Video


Audio



Logitech C 920 HD WebCam
Microsoft Kinect
TASCAM US-322 Audio Interface
AKG SR 40 Wireless Microphone with Stationary Receiver

Software
o

Social Signal Interpretation Framework (http://openssi.net/).

For the audiovisual setting, two different camera configurations were used:



close-up: using two camera inputs and capturing mainly the speakers' face and upper
body;
scene: using one camera capturing a panoramic view of the scenery.

3.2.2 Session 2
SemFYC hosted recordings in Malaga, where UPF offered the technical support. This session
involved a total of eight participants:



4 females (f) aged 33 to 42
4 males (m) aged 41 to 55

Arabic (ar) was the working language and Spanish (sp) the control language. Six participants
could speak Spanish at different levels (there was only one bilingual speaker Arabic/Spanish).
ID

Gender

Age

Language/s

ar_sp_1m

male

42

Arabic/Spanish

ar_sp_2m

male

41

Arabic/Spanish

ar_3m

male

50

Arabic/German

ar_1f

female

33

Arabic

ar_sp_4m

male

55

Arabic/Spanish
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ar_sp_2f

female

35

Arabic/Spanish

ar_sp_3f

female

41

Arabic/Spanish

ar_4f

female

42

Arabic

Concerning technical equipment, UPF provided the material which had the following
specifications:


Video
o



2 cameras Panasonic AG-HPX171 P2 HD

Audio
o

2 condenser microphones Rode NTG-1 semi-canon

All shots were close-ups recorded in the same room with participants sitting one in front of
the other at a table.

3.3

Scenario Design

EKUT and DRK had prepared a list of questions which fitted their used cases in terms of
content. However, this kind of interview format was not expected to match some of the
technical requirements for spontaneous dialogue prompting, so UPF and UAU provided
some guidelines in order to better capture natural scenarios fitting the project's objectives.
In what follows we describe the scenarios created in each recording session. Specific work is
currently being carried out on specific techniques to guide participants so that spontaneous
interaction is guaranteed.
3.3.1 Session 1
Different dialogue prompts were used in order to capture different speech styles, which
were:





interview: written questions);
dialogue: general instructions over a specific topic (explain symptoms, give advice,
show how to use a wheelchair, advice on drinking water for elderly people);
monologue: general instructions concerning neutral, positive and negative feelings
(speak about Tübingen, about positive/negative experience in your professional life);
reading: selected written sentences from real dialogues from the DiK corpus.

3.3.2 Session 2
The instructions for the conversations were the following:





Start a colloquial conversation about your place of origin, Spain, etc.
Talk about a positive experience you have had in a healthcare centre.
Talk about a negative experience you have had in a healthcare centre.
What advice would you give to a relative or friend who wants to come to Spain and
needs to go for the first time to a healthcare centre.
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How have you adapted to Spanish culture and what do you miss about your country
of origin?

In addition, one participant was requested to read a short fragment of parallel text in Arabic
and Spanish.
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4 MULTIMODAL ANALYSIS
4.1

Facial Expressions

For the preliminary analysis of facial expressions UPF addressed the estimation of ten facial
Action Units (AUs), selected because they constitute a representative subset well suited for
the extraction of emotion information. The ten selected AUs are:

AU1 Inner Brow Raiser

AU2 Outer Brow Raiser

AU4 Brow Lowerer

AU5 Upper Lid Raiser

AU6 Cheek Raiser

AU9 Nose Wrinkler

AU12 Lip Corner Puller

D4.1_Emp_Study_Non-verbal_201509_v0.8
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AU15 Lip Corner Depressor

AU17 Chin Raiser

AU26 Jaw Drop

Estimation of these AUs is addressed in a fully automatic manner. Firstly, a facial-descriptor
for each frame is computed by extracting SIFT-based features from a set of automatically
detected facial-landmark points. Using these descriptors, a probability for each Action Unit is
obtained by applying a set of independent linear classifiers. These classifiers have been
trained following the approach described in (Ruiz 2015). This method allows us to train
Action Unit classifiers using additional data from larger datasets containing only prototypical
facial expression annotations (happiness, anger, sadness…). The use of this additional data
has been shown to improve classifiers’ performance by increasing their generalization ability
to new conditions such as head-pose, illumination or subject identity.
This is a desired property in the context of KRISTINA project because processed videos are
expected to be recorded in uncontrolled environments, where we do not expect to see too
many obvious and strong base emotions (happiness, anger, sadness, etc). Additionally,
considering the fact that recording scenarios are simulated (and this is done by non-actors),
sometimes the produced material does not necessarily match the emotional content as
originally planned. To illustrate this, below we provide the histogram of detected AUs for
two videos from session 1 of the KRSITINA recordings; more specifically, monologue videos
mon02 and mon03 from participant tr_de_5f (see Section 3.3.1). In these two videos, the
same person was recorded in two scenarios in which she was instructed to talk about:


A positive experience (blue-colour bars)



A negative experience (red-colour bars)
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Positive
1

Average intensity

0.8

0.6

Negative

0.4

0.2

0

1

2

4

5

6
9
Action Unit

12

15

17

26

The figure above indicates that there is little difference between the two videos. Visual
inspection of the video material suggests that, rather than a shortcoming of the automatic
processing, the videos are indeed quite similar and it is hard even for a human observer to
determine which is the positive experience and which is the negative one. It should be
emphasized, however, that the above analysis is exclusively based on video (non-verbal
cues). Analysis of the spoken text leaves no doubt regarding the positive and negative nature
of the experiences being told by the speaker.
To further investigate this issue, we selected different pairs of videos with a similar setup:
same speaker, different “overall” state of mind (positive vs. negative). Manual selection was
needed to make sure that the differences between positive and negative mindset were
sufficiently clear, at least to a human observer (again, ignoring the spoken message). One of
the most interesting results is displayed below: it corresponds to videos from session 2 of
the KRSITINA recordings, namely videos 2 and 5 from user ar_sp_1m (see Section 3.3.2). In
this case the differences in the histograms are more important, supporting our hypothesis
that there were not enough visual differences in the first set of analyzed videos. Notice
especially the differences in AU2 and AU4 (related to frowning), more intense in the
negative video, as well as the difference in AU6 (related to smiling), clearly stronger in the
positive video. On the downside, expressions relating to the lower facial part do not show
considerable differences, contrary to what would be expected. Our working hypothesis so
far is that the sustained mouth movement present in these videos interferes with the correct
estimation of lower-face AUs.
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Gestural Cues

It is tempting, when talking about gestures, to assume that an interpretation of the gestures
as having a meaning by themselves is the most informative way to use them. However, often
gestures are used as a means of support to verbal expression. Arms are pushed forwards,
moving outwards and the upper body will move around. In most cases, there is no specific
meaning to these movements themselves.
To understand this, we have reviewed the testing material without hearing the audio or
looking at the person’s face. Our tests found it impossible, even for human observers, to
distil the meaning of the gestures without looking at the face or hearing the audio. A few
illustrative gestures of the corpus recordings are shown below.

Attempts to detect cues like a thumbs up, an OK sign, etc., are easily confused by the
presence of random movements and occlusion. Such attempts will result in a source of
misinformation instead of an enrichment of the system.
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The example above illustrates this. If we look at these two pictures without depth
information, we observe an extending thumb and a skin-colored rectangular shape below it.
A gestural cue recognition system could easily interpret both as a thumbs-up, telling the
interpreter that the user has approved of something. As we as human beings can clearly see,
in the first image that is not the case.
This is not to say that gestures should be ignored. By studying the measure of animation of a
person (how much gestures he or she uses), we can classify the user on a scale of
expressiveness. If we take a look at the image from the corpus on the previous page, we can
quantify the movement, indicating that the user is using gestures, and pass this information
to the Dialogue Manager in order to make a move according to the amount of
expressiveness it is detected from gestures. The raw measurement data from one of the
sample corpus recordings (de004_spk02f.mp4) is shown here:

Based on our empirical findings, we aim at providing the expressiveness classification
mentioned above on two time scales. The first scale will be the general animation level of
the user based on a number of minutes of experience, whereas the second scale will be a
more direct approach based on a number of seconds that can help indicate if a user is
excited or angry for a moment.
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4.3

Paralinguistics

In the pilot analysis of paralinguistic aspects, UAU approaches the so far recorded data from
a machine learning point of view. These paralinguistic aspects include acoustic features like
pitch, loudness or speech rate and based on these features, it is possible to assign emotional
labels to utterances. We will cover all necessary steps to generate a classification model for
detection of positive, neutral and negative tones in observed sentences, including
annotation, feature extraction, model training and evaluation. For this exemplary design of
an emotional classifier we use the monologue recordings which were also explored in the
facial analysis. All used components have been included within the SSI framework.

First, an annotation of the sessions is needed. We start with an automated segmentation of
audio data by applying a voice activity transformation to the signals via hamming windowing
and intensity calculation. We look for coherent signal parts in which the mean of squared
input values, multiplied by a Hamming window, exceed predefined thresholds for intensity
and length. This segmentation is for now labeled in respect to the content of the whole
recorded monologue (positive, neutral or negative). Afterwards, segmentation and
annotation is corrected by a human expert for all three recording sessions. Afterwards we
end up with the following class distribution for our test corpus, which consists of three
monologue sessions taken from Session 1 of the KRSITINA recordings (Section 3.3.1):
NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL

POSITIVE

OVERALL

16

22

17

55

It should be noted that the neutral class is the most represented class after annotation.
Differences between neutral and positive / negative samples are often very subtle and are
seldom shown by clear indicators like e.g. laughs, which makes annotation a hard task and in
a more restrictive setting, asking for very prototypic positive and negative samples, much
more samples would have to be annotated as neutral.
D4.1_Emp_Study_Non-verbal_201509_v0.8
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The annotated samples still include the raw signal. In order to analyze the recordings and
use them for classification, meaningful features have to be extracted from the data.
Standard feature extraction tools for audio data, like EmoVoice (Vogt 2008) from the
University of Augsburg or OpenSmile (Eyben 2010) from the Technical University of Munich,
calculate several thousands of statistical features to describe the paralinguistic
characteristics of voice, but given the very small and restricted corpus size available after
first recordings (curse of dimensionality) we will fall back for this analysis to a very small but
also meaningful set of 34 features that is generated using the Praat software3 (Boersma
2013).
Feature

Unit

Feature

Unit

Feature

Unit

(0) Pitch
median

Herz

(12) Voice breaks
degree

Percent

(24) Harmonicity mean
autocor

Number

(1) Pitch mean

Herz

(13) Jitter local

Percent

(25) Harmonicity mean
noise-to-harmonics ratio

Number

(2) Pitch sd

Herz

(14) Jitter local abs

Seconds

(26) Harmonicity mean
harmonics-to-noise ratio

Decibel

(3) Pitch min

Herz

(15) Jitter rap

Percent

(27) Speechrate duration

Seconds

(4) Pitch max

Herz

(16) Jitter ppq5

Percent

(28) Speechrate voiced
count

Number

(5) Pulses

Number

(17) Jitter ddp

Percent

(29) Speechrate
syllables/sec

Number

(6) Pulses per
sec

Number

(18) Shimmer local

Percent

(30) Intensity min

Decibel

(7) Periods

Number

(19) Shimmer local

Decibel

(31) Intensity max

Decibel

(8) Period
mean

Number

(20) Shimmer apq3

Percent

(32) Intensity median

Decibel

(9) Period sd

Seconds

(21) Shimmer apq5

Percent

(33) Intensity avg

Decibel

(10) Fraction
unvoiced
frames

Percent

(22) Shimmer apq11

Percent

(11) Voice
breaks

Number

(23) Shimmer dda

Percent

By means of feature selection, we can associate the single features with relevance scores
and select only the most fitted ones for classification. As the number of features is already
limited, this step is optional, but we can nevertheless gain insights about which features
from the given set are especially suited for emotion recognition from audible cues. Given the
manageable size of the feature set, we can choose a computational expensive algorithm
such as Sequential Forward Selection (starting with the most potent single feature, the set is
iteratively expanded with features, that best fit the established set until a maximum in

3

Praat software is integrated in the SSI framework, but can be downloaded separately under
http://www.praat.org/
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accuracy is reached). Other feature selection methods - with less computational costs include feature correlation analysis or Fisher transformations. Please note that the appliance
of feature selection algorithms can lead to enhanced classification performance on
homogeneous data, but in a heterogeneous, real world setting the found feature sets may
be hard to generalize. Sequential Forward Selection gives us a set of 9 features (a reasonable
size given a corpus size of 55 samples), including mainly statements about speech rate
(feature 28), voice breaks (feature 12) and harmonicity (feature 25).
Having established a suitable collection of features we can now train and evaluate
classification models to recognize our specified emotional tones of negative, neutral or
positive coloring of the voice. Given the limited size of samples and features within this pilot
study we decide to stick to rather simple classification schemes, such as Naive Bayes (NB), KNearest-Neighbor (KNN) or Support Vector Machines (SVM). More complex algorithms like
Neural Networks (Rosenblatt 1963), (Rumelhart 1986) could be become interesting, once
the available data increases in size and complexity.
NB

NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL

POSITIVE

AVERAGE

NEGATIVE

11

2

3

68.75%

NEUTRAL

6

16

0

72.73%

POSITIVE

4

2

11

64.73%

AVERAGE

68.73%

KNN

NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL

POSITIVE

AVERAGE

NEGATIVE

10

2

4

62.50%

NEUTRAL

5

14

3

63.64%

POSITIVE

3

4

10

58.82%

AVERAGE

61.65%

SVM

NEGATIVE

NEUTRAL

POSITIVE

AVERAGE

NEGATIVE

4

9

3

25.00%

NEUTRAL

1

20

1

90.91%

POSITIVE

1

8

8

47.06%

AVERAGE

54.32%

We evaluated the classification models using a two-fold split and results reveal that the
recognition of basic emotional tones is not a trivial task on the test corpus. With a Naive
Bayes classifier (one of the most simple recognition models), we achieve an unweighted
accuracy of 68.73% and this result already includes the selection of best features. A general
problem with the data is high neutrality of recorded samples. Positive and negative cues in
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the voice are very subtle and classification results emphasize this observation: Best results
are achieved for the neutral class.

The table above shows mean values of the 9 most meaningful features (marked with feature
numbers) identified by feature selection algorithms and their normalized mean values
respective to negative, neutral and positive samples taken from the three monologue
sessions (Section 3.3.1). One can clearly identify the trend of negative and positive mean
values resembling each other whilst being well differentiated from the neutral class. This fact
leads to misinterpretations between positive and negative samples and good recognition
rates for the neutral class. Another hypothesis resulting from these findings is that though it
is hard for human annotators to clearly differentiate the neutral class from positive and
negative samples, there is a chance that appropriate features can give decisive hints.
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5 NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION MEANS OF THE AGENT
As already mentioned in Footnote 1 (see Section 1), the discussion of the non-verbal
communication means to be mastered by the KRISTINA agent was foreseen in DoA for
inclusion into D6.1. This discussion concerns, first of all, the analysis of the non-verbal
communication of caregivers and medical personnel (doctors and nurses), whose role the
KRISTINA agent is supposed to adapt. Given the proximity of the topics of the analysis of
non-verbal communication by the users and the profiles to be adapted by the KRISTINA
agent, it seems reasonable to cover both in one document.
The analysis of the facial expressions, gestural cues and paralinguistic features of speakers to
be “imitated” by the KRISTINA agent (i.e., caregivers, doctors and nurses) follows the same
methodologies as the analysis of the corresponding modi in the communication of the users
(caretakers and patients). Therefore, we focus, in what follows, on the presentation of the
repertoire of the facial expressions, gestures, and paralinguistic features that appear
essential based on this preliminary analysis.

5.1

Facial Expressions

As far as facial expressions are concerned, it seems essential to cover in the first stage a
mainly emotion neutral, friendly and empathetic facial expression, without consideration of
the ethnicity of the user. Later on, facial expressions will also cover first of all positive
emotions (negative emotions such as anger, disappointment, etc. are to be avoided given
the role of the KRISTINA agent).
The work so far thus focused on the development of a character that can be empathetic and
yet have authority. We have focused modelling in the development of a head because the
facial expression is such a fundamental part of the project. The head has been built with a
low poly mesh so that it can be processed and react in real-time as required. For the facial
expression, we are working in a facial rig that allows the avatar to be animated through
bone-weight (skeletal) animation and complemented with blend shapes. The bones provide
additional mobility while the blend shapes are necessary so that the avatar can assume the
necessary positions to be expressive and respond to a systematic syncing (see also Section
5.3). The figures below show work-in-progress screenshots of the design of the avatar.
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For modelling of the facial expressions, a first web application framework has been designed
to test the generation of visemes and blend shapes. Currently, the avatar has 9 blend
shapes, which can be combined to generate visemes and lip syncing.

5.2

Gestures

Momentary gestural divergence can be interpreted as a multiplier of momentary emotional
expressions derived from voice, tone, and facial expression. With this approach, the
KRISTINA agent can be enhanced in the following ways:






5.3

The KRISTINA agent can adapt its own body language expressiveness level to match
that of the user. This does not mean mirroring movement, but adapting the amount
of movement of the agent to match that of the user. For instance, if the user is not
very animated in both the long and the short scale, the agent can also be more
reserved in its gestural expression.
Detection of divergence from the classified level can give insight into a certain mood
or ‘that something is wrong or different’. The agent can communicate this insight or
use it in subsequent conversation.
The animation level based on the long scale classification can be used to provide a
better adaptation to different cultures. For instance, Mediterranean cultures are
known for the great amount of gestures while speaking. The agent could adopt a
similar attitude, thereby showing a culturally adapted behavior in terms of nonverbal communication.

Paralinguistics

Paralinguistics at the generation side involves, to a major extent, expressive speech and the
synchronization of speech and lip movements (lip syncing). Expressive speech has been
discussed in D6.1. Based on the recorded material, two lip syncing models are currently
being explored: the viseme – blend shape model and the parameterization model.
For the generation of visemes, we experimented so far with tracking of facial key points
determined empirically (cf. the figure below) during speaking and their subsequent
projection onto visemes.
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Each video sequence was processed in order to extract the key-points displacement in each
frame. This information was used to compute the expressiveness of each speaker over the
spoken sentences. To identify the points which characterize every phoneme the Praat tool
has been used.
The parameterization model implies some changes in the avatar's facial expressions control.
Instead of storing a set of visemes, the avatar is assigned some “handler” points. The handler
points are placed in the same position as the key-points extracted from speaker face on the
video.
The parameterization module generates a stream of data that contains the position of each
handler point 25 or 30 times per second. The stream has a time code used in the audio. This
guarantees the perfect synchronization of the visual speech and the spoken speech.

5.4

Synchronization of Multiple Modi in the Communication of KRISTINA

A common labelling scheme that fits all modi (facial expressions, gestures and paralinguistic
cues) in order to make the coordination of all modi is needed. Currently, the “valencearousal” (Posner et al., 2015) is being assessed for its suitability in KRISTINA.
The generation of multimodal communication will be coordinated within the Dialogue
Manager (DM) module using specific information from different sources (linguistic analysis,
facial recognition, sentiment analysis, knowledge base, dialogue history, etc). In such a
framework, the common valence-arousal annotation scheme will serve to unify different
modalities of sentiment recognition, namely, facial, gestural, linguistic and paralinguistic.
Using this homogenous input, a machine learning approach will be implemented in order to
weight and classify this information for determining the most appropriate dialogue turn of
the KRISTINA agent in reaction to the intervention of the user. The DM is expected to output
a reference valence-arousal label for each module to generate the communication of the
character in terms of gestures, facial and paralinguistic cues.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
Based on these preliminary experimental results together with close inspection of the
recordings so far, we conclude the following: We have not observed so far too many obvious
and strong base emotions (happiness, anger, sadness, etc) within the analysed modalities so
we will need to address this fact for upcoming analyses:







For facial analysis, we have already switched the recognition to action units.
For gestural analysis, we are planning in the first phase of the project to study the
measure of animation of a person (how much gestures he or she uses) in order to
classify the user on a scale of expressiveness.
For paralinguistic analysis we have evaluated the inaccuracy of base emotion
detection, so we will focus more on the recognition of indirect cues, that can be
related back to these broad emotional classes (e.g. laughs that can be related back to
positive emotions)
Multimodal fusion of the more subtle cues to be extracted in the future will be a
crucial point for the analysis.

Because the recorded subjects are not (and could not be) professional actors, it is expected
that their compliance with the expected display of emotions will be quite variable and often
suboptimal. This implies that task-related labels (i.e., labels devised when designing the
recording protocol and instructed at recording time) might not be the best choice as ground
truth for validation purposes. In particular, attempts to identify videos with positive and
negative mindsets of the same subject have proven especially difficult, even for human
observers. Beyond the example presented in this report, we have identified a tendency of
subjects to show either a positive or a negative mindset during the whole recording session,
with only minor variations. Of course this regards the “overall” mindset and not
instantaneous expressions. Therefore, we believe that there will be a need to refine the
validation mechanism, especially by generating more appropriate support data to serve as
ground truth. In particular, labels should target smaller time-steps, focusing on
instantaneous emotions rather than in overall mindset over larger time periods, which in this
analysis was exemplary done for paralinguistic analysis. Because the amount of work this
implies is known to be an issue for recorded material, it might be desirable to address this
from a collaborative setting in which the same sort of annotations can be usable for the
different types of analysis addressed within the project: i.e. the optimality of the annotation
labels for each of the applications might be sacrificed for the sake of feasibility of annotating
larger datasets and compatibility of the information extracted.
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